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KEY ELEMENTS OF MODERN 
SURGICAL PATHOLOGY (2019)

• Surgical pathology reports are more 
detailed and provide more diagnostic / 
prognostic information than ever 

• Surgical pathology remains largely an 
interpretive skill – which is both a 
strength and a weakness

• Many clinicians are utterly dependent on 
surg path (even if they rarely admit it)

• Subspecialty expertise is increasingly 
expected by clinicians (and patients) and 
is becoming the norm



MAIN CLINICAL ROLES OF THE 
SURGICAL/CYTO- PATHOLOGIST

• Diagnosis
• Prognosis
• Assessment of other clinical implications
• Target identification/assessment or 

prediction of treatment response
• Assistance in clinical decision-making
• Educating/guiding clinicians

Has become increasingly cancer-centric



SURGICAL PATHOLOGY

MAIN STRENGTHS
• Has stood the test of time, currently 

irreplaceable
• Cheap, reliable, reproducible (most of the time)
• Currently the diagnostic “gold standard”

MAIN WEAKNESSES
• Subjectivity / grey areas
• Potential for error (analytic, also pre- and post-)
• Variable prognostic accuracy





SELECTIVE PRESSURES TO ADDRESS

• How is clinical practice changing ?
• How are clinician expectations 

changing?
• How are patient expectations 

changing ?
• How are pathologists and their role 

perceived – and how best do we 
respond/adapt  ? 

Need to better define – and value – our role



OTHER KEY ISSUES TO ADDRESS
• How do we combat perceptions that much of the 

routine work that we do seems old-fashioned 
and therefore of limited value ? 

• Which elements of new technology are genuine 
opportunities and which are threats/potential 
replacements (or fakes) ?

• How do we ensure a supply of good candidates 
for careers in pathology  ?

• How do we correct the diminishing exposure to 
pathology in medical school ?

Need to better define – and value – our role



New technologies
New tests

New imaging capabilities
Increasing subspecialisation

Clinician ignorance regarding pathology

EVOLUTION IN 
PRACTICE OF PATHOLOGY



‘….we are on the threshold of a new era in 
medical diagnostics and patient monitoring….  
The following 4 technologies seem ripe for 
exploitation: (1) cDNA microarray technology, 
which permits the simultaneous assessment of 
thousands of genes; (2) microchip-based analytical 
chemistry….; (3) laser capture microdissection, 
which enables retrieval of selected populations of 
cells...for genomic and proteomic analyses, and (4) 
wireless medical informatics.’

R. Weinstein MD, Hum Pathol, January 2000 
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ANTICIPATED / PROMISED TESTS
HOW REALISTIC ?

AND HOW MEANINGFUL ?
Enhanced diagnostic accuracy/sensitivity

Detection of micrometastases
Detection of minimal residual disease
Detection of circulating tumour cells

Mutational analysis/Next-gen sequencing
Genotype- (or kinome-) specific           

(‘targeted’) therapy                                   
Whole exome sequencing

Circulating DNA (“liquid biopsies”)



GIST



GASTROINTESTINAL STROMAL TUMOURS
MUTATIONAL ANALYSIS

• Approx. 75-80% have KIT mutations and 5-7% have 
PDGFRA mutations, irrespective of type/size

% of cases Gleevec response
KIT exon 11 60-65 80-85%
KIT exon 9 10-15 45-50%
KIT exon 13 < 5% Too few data
KIT exon 17 < 5% Too few data
PDGFRA ~ 6% Variable

(exons 12/18)
• Tumours lacking either KIT or PDGFRA mutations still 

show 40-45% response – but progress sooner
• Gleevec response, predicted by mutation type, 

correlates with survival
• Acquired Gleevec resistance results from 20 mutations



Lung adenocarcinoma:
EGFR Exon 19



ACCURATE PATHOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS 
SUBCLASSIFICATION OF LUNG CANCER

Until mid-late 1990s
Small cell vs non-small cell carcinoma

↓
Until ~ 2008-2010

Small cell vs type of non-small cell
(e.g. squamous, adeno, other)

↓
Since ~2010/2011

Small cell vs type of non-small cell
including detailed subtyping of adeno



Acinar Papillary

Solid
(signet ring)

Lepidic



ACCURATE PATHOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS
MOLECULAR SUBCLASSIFICATION

OF LUNG ADENOCARCINOMA

Acinar adenoca - ~ 15% EGFR mutation
Papillary adenoca - ~ 60% EGFR mutation
Solid adenoca - ~ 40% KRAS mutation
Solid with signet ring cells  - ALK

or ROS mutation
Mucinous adenoca - > 80% KRAS mutation                      



Impact of EGFR mutation on 
response to EGFR inhibitors



COMPLICATING FACTORS
REGARDING TECHNOLOGICAL 

ADVANCES

Cost / availability / access
Definition of role

Cost-benefit
Necessary infrastructure





“Genomics is a way to do science, not 
medicine,” said Harold Varmus, president 
of the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer 
Center in New York, who in July will 
become the director of the National 
Cancer Institute.

A Decade Later, Genetic Map Yields 
Few New Cures

By Nicholas WADE
NEW YORK TIMES
Published: June 12, 2010















BUZZWORDS IN 
ONCOLOGIC PATHOLOGY

Biomarkers
Personalised medicine

Precision medicine
‘Theranostics’

Immunoprofiling



BUZZWORDS IN 
ONCOLOGIC PATHOLOGY

Biomarkers
Personalised medicine

Precision medicine
‘Theranostics’

Immunoprofiling
Artificial intelligence



IMPACT OF TARGETED THERAPIES

Agent Target Disease     Survival
Trastuzamab HER2/neu Breast ca     Localised MFS 90% vs 74% @ 4yrs

(Herceptin) Metastatic    25 vs 20 months
Imatinib KIT GIST Localised RFS 92% vs 80% @<2yrs

(Gleevec) Metastatic    55 vs <6 months
Gefitinib EGFR Lung ca       Metastatic O.S. -18.6 vs 17.3 mo

(Iressa) - 30.5 vs 23.6 mo
Cetuximab EGFR Colon ca      Metastatic O.S. - 11 vs 7 months

(Erbitux)                                                        (depends on KRAS status) 

Average costs:
Herceptin & Gleevec $60K/yr; Cetuximab $30K for 8 week course





SELECTIVE PRESSURES TOWARDS
SUBSPECIALISATION

• Increasing complexity / detail in 
routine surgical pathology

• Virtual impossibility of credible 
expertise across all surgical pathology

• Increasingly specialised clinical care
• Tertiary care model of clinical care
• Patient expectations
• Almost inevitably better service



ADVANTAGES OF TOTAL
SUBSPECIALISATION

• Enhancement of diagnostic expertise
• Reports more accurately tailored to 

clinical need
• Clinical perception of better/more 

responsive service
• Recognised point person for questions 

and clinicopathologic conferences
• Standardised reporting style/format



DISADVANTAGES OF TOTAL
SUBSPECIALISATION

• Faculty expansion / cost
• Non-specialist cross-coverage
• Logistical issues/short rotations for trainees
• Potential loss of flexibility for junior faculty
• Potential undermining of other faculty
• Loss of faculty with broad interests
• Fragmentation of pathology service



What impact do new technologies, 
the rapid pace of innovation and 
change, and the associated hype 
have on the expectations and 
beliefs of clinicians and patients  ?          
And how should that influence the 
way surgical pathology evolves ?  



SOCIETAL CHANGES / PRESSURES

Medicine is increasingly patient-driven
Unrealistic wishes to “never give up”

Doctors increasingly don’t/won’t say no
50% (? more) of lifetime healthcare costs in 

the USA are in last 6 months of life
25% of entire Medicare budget in the USA 

is spent on last 6 months of life
Limited cost-benefit analysis



Why do MDs so often say yes ?

Should MDs be contributing to prevailing 
unrealistic patient expectations and high 

expenditures?

Why do many MDs say that they would 
not want the same tests/treatment ?

Ethical concerns



HOW ARE CLINICIAN EXPECTATIONS
CHANGING ?

• Want more detailed information
• Want results more quickly
• Want access to new “sexy” tests
• Want to offer their pathology 

service/report as “special”
• Want more treatment guidance             

- not only target identification
Often driven by patient demand



CONUNDRUM FOR 
SURGICAL PATHOLOGY

• Pathologic assessment is more informative 
(diagnosis / prognosis) than ever before

• Pathologic diagnosis is so reproducible that it 
consistently leads to discovery / validation of 
molecular or genetic signatures

• Clinicians often don’t have specific treatment 
options to stratify patients based on the data 
which we provide

• Increasing assumption (with limited evidence) 
that clinicians should instead treat / inhibit     
a mutation or pathway (if present)



HOW ARE PATIENT EXPECTATIONS  
OF PATHOLOGY CHANGING ?

• Want to read (and understand) their 
pathology reports

• Want detailed information - quickly
• Expect subspecialty expertise
• Increasingly seek to request tests
• May want to communicate directly 

with pathologist
Often driven by information from
internet or patient support groups



“Science”
“Black and white answers”
“Personalised treatment”

“A cure which is just around the corner”
“A way to avoid death”

Often little understanding and
web-based misinformation

In the minds of many patients in developed
countries, modern medicine offers:



MacDonald’s 



MacDonald’s
Starbucks 



MacDonald’s
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“Cool”, “Awesome”
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Morbid obesity



MacDonald’s
Starbucks 

“Cool”, “Awesome”
Celebrity culture
Morbid obesity
“Death is optional”



Fashion

Assumption that something new must 
be better

Follow the promise of “objectivity”

Belief in hype / exaggeration                
(? based on hope/desperation)

SHARED WEAKNESS OF HUMAN NATURE



WHAT SHOULD WE BE ?

Passive purveyors of data (and tests)
OR

Integrated member / guiding hand in the 
clinical team – seeking to enable informed 

choices for clinician and patient



WHAT ROLE SHOULD THE PATHOLOGIST 
HAVE IN ANCILLARY TEST SELECTION  ?

“GATEKEEPER”

• Phenotypic or molecular genetic test requested 
by clinician without any reasoned basis

• Molecular testing to prove a diagnosis
• Chemosensitivity testing requested by either 

clinician or patient

“Personalised medicine” needs to be rational







ISSUES OF UTILISATION
What tests do we provide ?

Who decides ? (Clinicians/patients ??)
How do we cover/recoup costs before tests are 

fully accepted ?
Which tests are truly useful ?

Which are ‘window dressing’ ?
- or simply offer false hope ?

Pathologists should embrace new technology, 
should engage in validation & cost-benefit 

analysis and should be responsible for 
incorporation of the results – but only where 

appropriate



SURGICAL PATHOLOGIST 
AS PATIENT ADVOCATE

• Accurate diagnosis is major 
determinant of treatment

• Issues of caution vs. confidence
• Guiding surgeon / oncologist
• Rational test selection
• Patient questions/demands are 

increasing - educational opportunity
• Realistic appraisal of disease



2. Are there other treatments, conventional or not conventional that are known to deal 
well with this disease?
3. Do you know another case of this specific sarcoma in XXXXXX ? If so, can you connect me with this person?
4. Do you know another research about this sarcoma, which can explain me more about the disease – its origin, main 
characteristics, etc.?

My name is XXXXX YYYYYY. You examined my tumor and found it to be a
low grade fibromyxoid sarcoma. You made clear that a re-excision is necessary.
How urgent is the surgery? I am asking because I made plans to study
in Nepal for four months. I have a flight ticket for next monday. I
would really like to go so it's important to me to know how much the
risk of metastasis is increasing if I postpone the surgery to december.

Dear Dr Flecher,

I know you are out of the office, but I am requesting treatment recommendations on a 
consultation . It is your reference number BS09-XXXXXXX.

Your interpretation was malignant spindle cell neoplasm most suggestive of keratin-
negative spindle cell squamous cell carcinoma. From my research a complete excision 
with close clinical follow up is what I will suggest . Do you agree?



CLINICAL RESOURCE UTILISATION
AS A FORM OF PATIENT ADVOCACY

• A 63 year old woman develops acute           
non-specific abdominal discomfort

• She attends the emergency room
• CT scans of chest and abdomen are 

performed
• Retroperitoneal “adenopathy” is identified
• Patient returns the following week for a 

needle biopsy by interventional radiology



Female, 63
Retroperitoneum S-100

Keratin



Female, 63
Retroperitoneum S-100

Keratin

n BENIGN SCHWANNOMA







As we consider how our specialty and  
our role may evolve, what about
PUBLIC / LAY PERCEPTIONS

OF PATHOLOGISTS ?…..



‘You cut people up, don’t you ?’
‘Not a proper doctor’
‘Not a physician’

‘What you do is creepy’
‘It must be depressing dealing with 

death all day’
‘How can you do a job like that ?’





“A pathologist is a nice, warm person who looks 
at cold, dead people. Two thousand of them –
pathologists, not dead people – were in San 
Francisco the other day, talking about dead 
people they have known. Sometimes a pathologist 
looks at dead tissue from living people. It’s a 
living. Anyway, the members of ASCP held a big 
slide show inside a ballroom at the Hilton Hotel. 
When a pathologist puts on a slide show, there are 
no pictures from his summer vacation. It’s a 
ballroom, but it’s no ball.”
Rubinstein, San Francisco Chronicle, Apr. 2, 1990



“The histopathologist probably has the 
most extensive involvement with the largest 
number of patients, but with the least 
visibility and the least recognition.”

Start et al. J Clin Pathol 1995; 48:398-401



Doctors 62%
Environmental health officers 61%
Medical research charities 49%
Medical researchers (academic) 44%
Medical researchers (pharma) 20%
Politicians 17%
Pathologists 12%
Health insurance companies 7%

Royal College of Pathologists (UK) 2005

WHO AMONG THE FOLLOWING ARE 
MOST COMMITTED TO IMPROVING 

PUBLIC HEALTH ?



‘Part of the problem is the media and its 
portrayal of the laboratory and the pathologist 
who work in it as a ‘black box’. How often have 
you heard the phrase “we are waiting for the 
results?”What you are really waiting for is the 
pathologist to make the diagnosis… There is often 
an incorrect conclusion that the surgeon or 
internist makes the diagnosis… the definitive and 
final diagnosis always rests with the pathologist.

Paul Shitabata, M.D.
thedoctorsdoctor.com

WHY ARE PATHOLOGISTS SO 
UNDER-RECOGNISED ?





THE PLACE OF PATHOLOGY IN
CONTEMPORARY MEDICINE

• Why is pathology often seen as one of the less 
respected medical specialties among our 
peers?

• Why do most patients not know, understand 
or recognise what we do ?

• Why do we struggle to garner resources from 
institutions or Departments of Health ?

Given the unparalleled scope and clinical importance 
of the information that we provide …



THE PLACE OF PATHOLOGY IN
CONTEMPORARY MEDICINE

• Many clinicians don’t understand what we 
do or how we do it….

• Many (? most) patients don’t know we exist 
or that we contribute to patient care…. 

• Many hospital organisations/administrators 
don’t know what we do, believe that we’re 
unprofitable/overstaffed and don’t 
understand why we can’t be automated….

Some simplistic answers…



THE PLACE OF PATHOLOGY IN
CONTEMPORARY MEDICINE

• Ours is primarily a ‘service’ role – by nature 
responsive to a need/request

• Often poor advocacy/representation on our part
• Generally limited patient contact (with some 

notable exceptions – eg FNA, multidisciplinary 
clinics or patient-driven consultation)

• Clinicians often don’t advertise (? even mention) 
our role – because it may diminish their own

• Possible negative connotations relating to 
‘pathologist’ involvement

Some possible explanations …



HOW DO WE IMPROVE THE PUBLIC 
PERCEPTION GOING FORWARD?

• Continue to explain to clinicians, patients, 
friends, family, etc. what we do – no need to 
hide / apologise !

• Don’t avoid patient contact – instead take 
the opportunity when presented

• Don’t be shy of reminding people of our 
huge influence on clinical decisions

• Take opportunities to educate the media
• Better ‘marketing’ by major professional 

bodies / associations





CONCLUSIONS 

1. Emerging technologies and therapeutic advances are 
enhancing the role of the surgical pathologist

2. Surgical pathologists are the ideal providers and 
integrators of increasingly subspecialised or novel 
diagnostic and prognostic information

3. Surgical pathologists should seek to influence these 
developments and to help to provide a balanced view  

4. Pathologists must better recognise their role and do a 
better job of educating others – including clinicians

5. Pathologists must find a way to secure the future of 
this important and invaluable specialty




